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[Untitled photo, possibly related to: Negro workers on Newport News
Homesteads, Virginia] (Paul Carter, 1936)

Lewis Hinter, Negro client with his family on Lady's Island off Beaufort, South
Carolina (Carl Mydans, 1936)

Old time Negro living on cotton patch near Vicksburg,
Mississippi (Dorothea Lange, 1936)

-No group was harder
hit than African

Americans-

La
st

hired, first fired

"In some Northern cities,
whites called for African

Americans to be fired from any
jobs as long as there were

whites out of work."

"Farm workers and
domestic workers-

the two main places
you found Black
women-had no

pension or safety
net"-Cheryl
Greenburg

-59% of Black farmers lost their farms while only 12% of
white farmers lost their farms
-The AAA gave white farmers money for crops, but was
not required to give African American farmers and
tenants any. They were also not eligible for the SSA.
-Sharecropping was no longer a majority African
American job, and its wages increased for the whites that
took over.
-In 1936, white sharecroppers earned more than Black
farm owners.
*Proves that African American farmers were mistreated
and faced more hardships than any other farmer*

-Very little information on African American women during
the Great Depression despite them experiencing the most
hardship
-Unemployment rates for Black women were twice to four
times as high as white women
-Were forced to find lowest paying jobs to support their
family with little to no support from the government
-Black women who were domestic workers were also
forced out of their traditional jobs due to FERA camps.
-If they were to keep these jobs, they would face
mistreatment and unsafe working conditions
*Proves they faced more discrimination than anyone else*

-The African American unemployment rate was 50% in 1932
-Black men were faced with high job discrimination and lower
wages
-"Negro Jobs," or jobs primarily obtained by African American
men, were taken from unemployed white people
          -I.e. busboys, elevator operators, garbage men
-Men lost a reliable source of income in the entertainment
industry due to white families being unable to afford these
activities
-Even Roosevelt's NRA rarely hired African Americans and
maintained racist wage differentials
*Proves working African American men struggled to find jobs
due to discrimination*
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